
“Burnout” is a term familiar to 
those in ministry. But, what does it 
mean? In “Finishing Well in Life & 
Ministry”, Bill Mills & Craig Parro 
define burnout this way; “The point at 
which a pastor, church leader, or missionary 
gives up, unable or unwilling to continue in 
the ministry.” 

Recently, I participated in a 
workshop; “Sharpening Your 
Interpersonal Skills” by Kenneth 
Williams, Ph.D. One of  the training 
sessions included taking a “Burnout 
Inventory” survey. I was not surprised to find 
that my results showed I was in the category of  
“You may be suffering significant burnout.” 

This is part of  the reason why Cru created the 
“Lake Hart STINT” program--to minister to 
those who minister. The heart of  Cru’s 
leadership was to create a place where those in 
transition; whether from overseas back to the 
U.S., those in transition from one Cru ministry to 
another, and especially those who have been 
broken by the hardships that ministry often 
brings could be refreshed, renewed, and restored 
to carry on the work of  bringing the good news 
of  Christ to those who do not know him. 

Athletes in Action was the right place for me to 
begin my journey of  serving the Lord in full-time 
vocational missions work. It forced me to grow in 
relationship and humility in ways that I would 
not have done on my own. However, I began to 
realize it was not the place where I would be able 
to continue my journey of  being molded and 
shaped by the Lord into who He intends me to 
be and what He intends for me to do.  God drew 
Debbie and I to “Lake Hart STINT” because 
He knew I needed to be in a place where I could 
begin to process some very significant trauma in 
my past. 

I have indeed begun a very difficult journey, one 
that I really would rather not take. Yet, I know 
the Lord’s desire is for me to follow Him on this 
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path to bring glory to Him and, in 
so doing, encourage others to follow 
Him.  

I am grateful that part of  that 
journey is being able to serve with 
Jesus Film Project, a ministry that is 
all about bringing the good news of  
Christ to everyone in their heart language. I 
am serving as a recruiting specialist in Jesus 
Films’ U.S. Strategies Division / Mobilization 
Dept. This is a great opportunity for me (and 
Debbie) to learn more about another part of  
Cru and how all the ministries of  Cru fit 
together to share the gospel around the world.  

I (we) don’t know where the Lord will lead us 
next on our journey of  serving Him, but we 
are hopeful that our time here will help us to 
be better equipped spiritually, personally, and 
professionally to serve Him and the mission 
He has called Cru to do wherever that may be. 

Thank you so much for your prayers 
and support during this time of  
transition! We are truly grateful for you! 

In His Grace,

Every Wednesday morning, Ed and 
Debbie gather with about 60 other Lake 

Hart STINT staff & participants for a 
time of worship, sharing one another’s 

stories and listening to a talk.

Although we are in Orlando, 
someone still wanted to 
wear her snow boots.

Please pray for us as the Spirit  
leads you based off of what Ed 

shared in this letter.

Debbie and Hannah enjoying some recreational 
activities at a recent Lake Hart STINT picnic


